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A Green Wave 
 
The elections of 2019 were by many to be considered one of the most important election in the history 
of the European Union. They took place in a time where people are walking away from old ideologies 
and from the politics of inaction. Sometimes in the arms of politicians that sell stories about the past. 
Stories where not everyone belongs in the picture. And sometimes, many times, in the arms of new 
hope and urgent action. For many, that meant voting Green. And many did: ten percent of the voters 
voted Green or affiliated and as such the Greens/EFA group became the fourth biggest group in Europe, 
leaving the far right behind us. 
 
In the aftermath of the elections, one of the main stories has been that of the ‘Green Wave.’ A frame 
first mentioned in the aftermath of the Bavarian elections in the fall of 2018 and spread in the 
following months by EGP and Greens across Europe. A frame that fits the Green surge that was visible 
on election night. In many countries the Green vote percentage ended well in the double digits. These 
great results, for a variety of reasons, have not been realized in all member states.  
 
The main target group for the elections was urban, millennial, educated, younger and more often 
female voters. The (still) early public analyses show that indeed it was the younger voters that quite 
dominantly went Green and the Greens/EFA group in Parliament reflects those demographics.  
 
The Green campaign focused their content production and advertising budget heavily on reaching the 
target groups through the channels where they spend their time: Facebook and Instagram. The 
targets of reaching millions of those repeatedly has been met, often with high quality and multi-
translated video’s that were made inhouse and advertised effectively. In May 2019, over twenty 
million (likely Green) voters were reached through social media. 
 
The goal was not only to reach these voters and persuade them to vote, but to engage with them. 
Thousands of one-on-one messages took place with web care volunteers, hundreds engaged voters 
became such volunteers and almost a hundred thousand voters signed up to the Tilt platform and 
many more participated in Tilt campaigns.  
 
The campaign embraced, supported and invested in the Leading Candidate process. Ska Keller and 
Bas Eickhout were elected in a visually stunning and well attended council in Berlin. Since, they have 
visited and had events in many member states, acquired both national and international press 
attention and were the faces of video’s that reached millions on social media. 
 
The Leading Candidates participated in all three major debates. The first of which had an online poll in 
which Bas Eickhout was seen as the second best, closely following Frans Timmermans. This polling 
had not continued for the other debates. In the total of 6.2 million election related tweets, the 
Greens were the most mentioned party, Ska Keller one of the three most mentioned Leading 
Candidates and climate the second most mentioned issue.  
 
Shortly after the elections, the New York Times described the Greens as ‘The New Hope for Europe’s 
Center’ and ‘Enemy No. 1’ for the far right. The Economist described the Greens as the party of youth 
and enthusiasm. Such articles show that the Greens effectively positioned themselves as the party of 
hope, the party of change. The ‘Green Wave’ as a rising and optimistic force in politics has been 
clearly set in the mind of voters and journalists. The Group grew to 74 seats. There is reason for 
satisfaction and at the same time there is reason, and lessons learned, for (even) higher ambitions 
and better campaigns in the future.   
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Planned and delivered 
 
The Campaign Plan for the 2019 European Parliamentary elections was presented in advance of the 
council in Berlin and adopted at the Berlin council in November 2018. The campaign managed to 
meet and quite often overperform on the preconceived targets as formulated in the Campaign Plan. 
 
The Campaign Plan focused on mobilizing a younger (< 35), urban target group to vote, to strengthen 
the Green ‘brand’, and to help set the agenda – in the mind of the voter – for the elections. The 
‘Green Wave’ campaign succeeded to do so. We acknowledge the support from civil society – 
Extinction Rebellion, Fridays For Future and others – in making these elections the climate elections. 
 
The message was to be one of hope, change, optimism and urgency, which it was. This message was 
to be spread via high quality content for social media and targeted advertisements and in May of 
2019 EGP succeeded to reach tens of millions of likely voters. The message had to be one of real, 
actionable, promises – not ‘just’ values and emotions, but action! - and the Key Priorities provided it 
for the campaign.  
 
The Leading Candidates were to deliver the European Green narrative, which they did both in national 
and international media, through interviews, press releases, debates, events and member party visits. 
In line with the plan, there were two large events in which they took the stage. First there was the 
Berlin Council in which they were elected, which was attended by 75 journalists and led to generally 
very positive press.  
 
The Electoral Rally (‘The Green Wave’) was well attended and motivated the many international 
participants. The rally created excitement and emphasized Green unity before the campaign; a feeling 
that the Green Wave is really coming, and we are all part of it; all of us need to succeed in order for 
Green Wave and Greens to succeed on European level.  Smaller campaign events and visits for 
member parties (changemaker meetings) have generally led to national press that was considered to 
benefit the concerning member parties. 
 
Tilt managed to gather close to a hundred thousand emailable addresses and saw almost two 
hundred thousand Europeans take action on the platform, well over the initial targets. Some Tilt 
campaigns managed to reach well over a million Europeans, thereby raising the salience and urgency 
of Green issues and strengthening the European presence.   
 
In the total of 6.2 million election related tweets, the Greens were the most mentioned party, Ska one 
of the three most mentioned Leading Candidates and climate the second most mentioned issue 
(following Brexit). This strong result was aided by directed twitter advertisements, volunteers that 
shared tweets, and civil society partners and member parties that participated in the use of hashtags. 
On the platform that functions as a lens through which journalists and activists see the world, the 
European Green party and Green topics were dominant.  

The European elections are still a sum of national elections and therefore the main campaigning 
remained at national level. EGP congratulates and is grateful for those campaigns. EGP has been able 
to be part of almost all the national campaigns through the lead candidates, most often through visits 
and events, via social media content and a joint manifesto and Key Priorities. Trainings and meetings 
were provided, and regular communication channels had been set up.  A strong effort was made for 
closer collaboration and more support for member parties, which clearly had its effects.  
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Selected statistics 
 
EGP produced a staggering amount of over 500 visuals and well over 50 videos - from high production 
videos to segments from debates - during the campaign, a dozen of which reached millions of 
Europeans. On average, looking at the 20 most important pieces of content, content was advertised 
in and translated for 18 (17,5) countries. In the month of the elections, well over twenty million 
Europeans had been reached through the EGP social media channels. The total reach will have been 
significantly higher, as this number does not take into account additional reach from member parties 
and candidates that published our material on their own channels.  
 
In the total of 6.2 million election related tweets, the Greens were the most mentioned party, Ska one 
of the three most mentioned Leading Candidates and climate the second most mentioned issue 
(following Brexit). The #GreenWave and #VoteForClimate hashtags emerged as the most quoted 
during the Eurovision debate and election weekend. This strong result was aided by directed twitter 
advertisements, the (250) volunteers that shared tweets, and civil society partners that participated 
in the use of hashtags. 
 
Over 50 press releases were issued during the campaign period.  Thirteen of those were joint press 
releases with member parties. Press for the Meet-ups and member party visits was largely 
coordinated on the ground by member parties and generally led to national press attention. The 
Leading Candidates gave interviews to media outlets such as France24, The Guardian, The Financial 
Times, La Republicca,  ARTE, BBC, Euronews, El Pais and Der Standard. The message focus was to 
portray the Greens as a forward-looking force capable of dismantling vested interests and taking on 
the far-right, whilst fighting for climate action and social justice.  EGP’s 12 priorities provided 
actionable content and the youth climate marches the backdrop of urgency. 
 
During the campaign, the lead candidates have visited 16 member states. These visits can be divided 
into two different type of events: 9 Meet-Ups (organized by EGP) and 13 visits (requested by member 
parties). These visits have been very much appreciated by member parties and have had a positive 
impact on the national campaigns. There were 75 journalists at the Berlin Council. ‘The Green Wave’ 
electoral rally was the biggest event organized by EGP during the campaign that managed to bring 
people from around Europe, Greens and Green sympathizers, together. The rally created excitement 
and emphasized Green unity in the campaign. 
 
Between June 2018 and June 2019, Tilt grew from a database of 0 people to 89 213 emailable people 
and 181 366 individuals who took actions. Of the 89 213 persons who signed up to Tilt!, 37 576 
allowed us to give their personal data to our member parties. Three times before the elections, we 
gave updated lists of personal data to member parties. Tilt launched 41 campaigns on European 
issues and had campaigns running in a total of 21 official EU languages. 14 parties have shared and/or 
co-produced Tilt campaigns.  
 
The Greens/EFA group in parliament garnered 74 seats, 10% of the total, making it the fourth biggest 
group in parliament. First results from the post-election eurobarometer survey showed a turnout 
increase of 14 points among 16/18-24 year olds, 12 points among 25-39 year olds and 14 points of 
people still studying. According to the same survey, in France, Austria and Denmark, the main issue of 
the election was climate change. In fourteen countries the Greens together with the 
independent/EFA partners in European Parliament, garnered over ten percent of the vote. 
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